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Wildly
Perfect
B Y WA LT E R F R A N C Z Y K
P H O T O G R A P H Y B Y S A N D Y M A C K AY

Hand-hewn barn beams support the
hemlock ceiling of Peter and Caroline
Cavelti’s Georgian Bay cottage.
Reclaimed white oak covers the floors.
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When Peter Cavelti bought his Georgian Bay
cottage, it came with three acres of land and a boat
– all for under $40,000. A bachelor at the time, he
had a high-pressure executive job in finance. The
tiny cottage on a sandy, wooded point, at the edge
of Massasauga Provincial Park, was his wilderness
retreat.

FAR LEFT: The bedroom
of the Cavelti bunkie opens
on a screened front porch.
BELOW LEFT: A short stone
path leads from the main
cottage to the guest cabin.
LEFT: A cathedral ceiling,
king-size bed and plenty
of windows and skylights
create a sense of lavish
space in the bunkie. ABOVE:
The guest cabin is designed,
furnished and equipped as
a self-contained, little living
space. RIGHT: Granite stairs,
supplied by the Muskoka
Rock Co., descend from the
cottage to a secluded beach.

Coming up on weekends and working with his hands on the property
was rejuvenating. “I was doing this for so many years that I became deeply
attached to the land and the old cottage,” he says.
The little house stayed the same for years, but after Peter married
Caroline, their family grew with two daughters and three grandchildren.
The little beach house, a warren of bedrooms, an office and living room,
crammed into 750 sq. ft., became too small, especially on rainy days when
the family gathered indoors. It was time for a bigger summer home.

“The whole idea behind pursuing the project was to have a place where
the family can be together,” says Caroline, seated at a long wooden dining
table in their newly-built lake house. “The grandkids are city kids,” she
says. “We would like to be instrumental in their learning about nature
and loving this place. Hopefully, when they’re teenagers and grown up,
they’ll still want to be here.”
Peter, who for many years would not have considered changing, let
alone tearing down, the old cottage, gave Caroline what he describes
Continued on page 29
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT:
(1) Painted poplar walls
and reclaimed oak floors
help keep the cottage
interior bright. (2) The
back of an old armoire
was transformed into a
new kitchen table. (3)
Artist Stephanie Raynor’s
Tree War Shirt is framed
on the living room wall.
(4) The large cottage
galley, with two sinks and
plenty of counter space,
allows multiple cooks to
work in the kitchen at the
same time.

as two seemingly incompatible design objectives for their new place. It
had to fit the landscape and look like a cottage but also had to offer more
comfortable interior space without feeling gentrified. “I would never trust
anyone else to do this,” he told Caroline.
She admits she approached the project with some trepidation. But
that was eased with her choice of builder. Caroline turned for help to
one of Georgian Bay’s finest builders, Marshall Black Carpentry. “His
reputation preceded him,” says Caroline. “He is very detail oriented and
a craftsman.” They collaborated on the design and finishes to produce a

beautiful two-bedroom cottage with a large, open concept living room
that includes the kitchen and dining space. A floor built of reclaimed
white-oak planks from an old tobacco drying shed provides sturdy
footing. Painted poplar covers the walls. A large screened porch offers
breezy space for dining and lounging.
Outside, the house is finished with vertical shiplap of rough-cut cedar,
skirted with a stone veneer of grey and earth-tone granite that suggests a
rock foundation. “I wanted it to look like a barn,” Caroline says.
The new house blends seamlessly with its environment. “We kept
Continued on page 30
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All-weather resin wicker seating with
Sunbrella cushions makes an inviting
spot in the spacious cottage porch.

that old cottage feel from the exterior,” says Marshall. He and Caroline
discussed every element and made decisions together. “We’re both very
visual people,” Caroline says. “We want to see it and then make our
decisions.” The creative process, she says, was very organic. “This cottage
wanted to be this way in spite of our ideas. There was a lot of serendipity.”
Caroline drew the building plans and they took them to Anderson
Designs to finalize drawings for building permits. Initially, the living
room ceiling beams were going to be pine-clad laminated lumber, but that
didn’t sit well with Caroline’s aesthetic and she began looking for original

barn beams. That’s where serendipity smiled. “I used my connections,”
says Caroline. “I just asked one person that I knew in Tiny Township
– ‘Do you know anyone who does beams?’ and he said, ‘Oh yeah, Jeff at
Oakridge Timberwrights down the road,’ and there he was, literally
just down the road,” she recalls. She found hand-hewn hemlock timbers
from a 150-year-old barn. When she came to see the timber trusses being
built, she noticed a pile of old hemlock barn boards – just barely enough to
clad the cottage ceiling. The fellow who made the beams put her in touch
with Majestic North Floors, who supplied the reclaimed wood flooring.

TOP: Beds and quilts from the Pottery Barn
furnish the girls’ bedroom, where a handmade
desk with an acrylic glass top provides space for
their inspired art work. LEFT: A colourful dining
spot on the porch provides a view of the bay.
ABOVE: Builder Marshall Black helps clients
design beautiful Georgian Bay homes.

Continued on page 32
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Providing peace of mind through innovative insurance products

RIGHT: Kohler faucets and
Edison light bulbs complement
the rustic bathroom vanity.
BELOW: The laundry sits
alongside the hall leading to
the bathroom. Slate covers the
floor. BOTTOM: Earth-toned
pebbles intersect wall tiles in
the shower.

Parry Sound Insurance Brokers Ltd.
69A Bowes Street
Parry Sound ON P2A 2L5
DAVE

Phone:
(705) 746-2725
Fax:
(705) 746-6420
Toll Free: 1-800-305-7045

PARRYSOUNDINSURANCECOM s WWWPARRYSOUNDINSURANCECOM

We understand that
finding the right window
company is hard work!

but
In the kitchen, Caroline combined antique cupboards with new
cabinetry from Tom Hulcoop and 1st Choice Kitchens. The big, open
kitchen is a vast improvement over the galley in the original cottage. “It’s
a fabulous kitchen where many can cook,” Caroline says. She uses the long
wooden dining table as a place to prepare meals. “All the females in our
family are fabulous cooks,” explains Peter. “All the males in our family are
great eaters and reluctant dishwashers.”
Electrician Curt Moore of Sifft Electric wired the new building and
suggested installing tiny, discreet lights to illuminate the rugged, rustic
ceiling beams at night. “We were thrilled with Sifft Electric. We thought
they were very professional,” Caroline says.
For extra space, Marshall and his crew also built a small sleeping
cabin, a short walk from the main cottage, along a meandering stone path.
Continued on page 34
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best, we know you expect

the best — and then some.
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Choice Kitchens
Quality & Service 2nd to none!

CELEBRATES 25 YEARS OF SERVICE TO
PARRY SOUND AND AREA

before
your quote and
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receive a one time
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Tom Hulcoop 705-746-7305

www.1stchoicekitchens.ca

Create extraordinary
indoor and outdoor spaces
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The Cavelti cottage and bunkie
overlook a sheltered, wooded bay
on the edge of the Massasauga
Provincial Park wilderness.
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Furnished with a king-size bed, it has a kitchenette, powder room and
a soaker tub in the bathroom, separated from the sleeping area by a low
wall with cubby holes and storage shelves. A wood stove from Fireplace
& Leisure Centre heats the bunkie. “It’s got everything a guest may
need,” says Caroline.
Kirby Hall of Hall Construction groomed the building site with expert
landscaping. “He remediated the outdoors in a way that was far beyond
my expectations,” Peter says. “Kirby and his crew managed to integrate
Caroline’s creation into nature as though it had always been there.”
When the family gathered at the cottage for a long weekend holiday,
the new accommodations proved ideal. The living room was large enough
for everyone as they played cards, prepared food or read quietly. It was
comfortable without being overwhelming. The incompatible design
objectives had come together. “There we were, three generations in
complete harmony. It was perfection,” Peter says. OH
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Appliance Canada, Chantler Barging Ltd., Felsman
Masonry Ltd., Gray’s Paint & Flooring, Kee Plumbing,
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Floors, MTG Muskoka Thinstone, Oakridge Timberwrights,
Rob Lawson Masonry, Rona Parry Sound, Sound Seals
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